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n order to understand the various
ramifications of the Ogoni crisis, it is
necessary to track how the combination
of local and global political violence
unleashed the peculiar brew that has
transformed in ecological terms not only
Ogoniland but the Niger Delta as a whole.
It is the mix of local and global terror that
created the volatile situation that affects the
entire region. The expansion of capital, to
a large extent, must be blamed for the various
forms of destruction affecting the Niger
Delta. We are often reminded that “the Niger
Delta has substantial oil and gas reserves.
Oil mined in the area accounts for 95 percent
of the country’s foreign exchange earnings
and about one-fourth of Gross Domestic
Product” (p. 18). It is necessary to provide
various interpretations for political terror in
relation to the crisis in the Niger Delta. In
order to do so, I will address Ike Okonta
and Oronto-Douglas’s study of the ecological
crisis in the Niger Delta and suggest ways
in which it can be construed theoretically. I
shall also address broader phenomenologies
of political violence which their study does
not completely foreground even though it
provides excellent descriptions of gross
governmental corruption and the duplicity
of multinational capital.
In this instance, there are two main ways
to imagine and interpret the kind of political violence one has in mind. The first will
be to analyse the political violence caused
by multinational capital and the second, the
violence endangered by the postcolonial
state. In this regard, Shell is the biggest oil
corporation operating in the Niger Delta.
Before the discovery of oil, we will recall
that the region was the most significant palm
oil exporting zone in Africa. The palm oil
exporting business created an opportunity
for the beginning of colonial relations that
were essentially driven by the expansion of
global capital. George Goldie Taubman, a
British merchant, was instrumental to the
making of modern Nigeria and we are informed that he “embarked on trading practices that cut off the once flourishing Delta
ports from the outside world which plunged
the populace into unprecedented penury from
which it has never been able to recover” (p.
13).
When the indigenous traders of the region revolted against the economic blockage, “the Consul General of the newly established Niger Coast Protectorate sent a
naval force to Nembe Creek, attacked the
town, and razed it to the ground. Two thousand unarmed people, mostly women and
children, were murdered” (p. 14). The point
is, economic factors were the primary reasons for the British incursion and subjugation of the geographical space that came to
be known as Nigeria. Indeed, “Nigeria was
created by British merchants and soldiers
of fortune primarily to serve the mother
country’s interests as nineteenth-century
capitalism entered the stage of imperialism,
and desired even more sources of cheap raw
material and also new markets for its products” (p. 27).
The violence that began in the Niger
Delta at the dawn of colonialism worsened
in the postcolonial era when petroleum was
discovered. As such “oil is the stuff of contemporary Nigerian politics, and the Niger
Delta is the field on which the vicious battle
to control this money spinner is waged. The
civil war that raged between the breakaway
Eastern Region and the rest of the country
from July 1967 to January 1970 was not so
much a war to maintain the unity and integrity of the country […] as a desperate
gambit by the federal government to win
back the oil fields of the Niger Delta from
Biafra” (p. 24). This argument was also made
by Ken Saro-Wiwa, the famous Nigerian
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author and environmentalist who was hanged
alongside eight other Ogoni indigenes by
the Abacha military junta. After the defeat
of Biafra by the federal forces, a process of
internal colonization commenced which has
not been reversed.
This particular form of political violence
was part of the strategy to maintain the “peripheral-capitalist structure of the economy”
of Nigeria. Accordingly, the concept of the
rentier state has been applied to the country:
Terisa Turner has applied Ruth First’s
concept of the “Rentier State” to
Nigeria’s post-civil-war political
economy, pointing out that the country is sustained not by what it produces, but on “rent” on production:
here, the oil industry, where investments, production, marketing, and
sundry expertise are completely dominated by multinational corporations
that simply pay taxes and royalties to
the state. Thus the entire state apparatus becomes a commodity for rent to
the highest bidder, a bizarre bazaar
presided over by a “commercial triangle” of state officials, local middlemen, and foreign suppliers. This group
cannot thrive outside the state political economy, which partly explains the
dizzying succession of military coups
and electoral frauds the country has
been afflicted with since independence. State power is everything, and
to be without power is to be condemned to unremitting poverty” (p.
29).
As the oil based economy grew so did governmental corruption. As Okonta and OrontoDouglas point out, “everybody wanted a
piece of the action, not least British Aerospace, which concluded a controversial £22
million ($35 million) kickback deal with
Nigerian government officials in order to
secure a contract for the supply of eighteen
Jaguar ground-attack fighters worth £300
million ($480 million). It was in fact the ‘Jaguar deal’ that finally pushed junior military
officers to demand an end to the Second Republic and subsequently brought General
Muhammadu Buhari to power after a military coup in December 1983" (p. 30). By the
time, Buhari took over the reins of power,
“twenty percent of the nation’s oil was being smuggled out of the country” (p. 30). The
IMF-imposed Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) did the rest of the economic damage. In the mid eighties, 44 percent of Nigeria’s entire export earnings was
being used to reduce its debt dependenc” (p.
30).
As the economic downturn continued, oil
producing communities in the Niger Delta
agitated for better treatment from the federal
government and the multinational oil concerns. In response to these agitations, the
Babangida regime set up an agency, the Oil
Mineral Producing Areas Development Commission (OMPADEC) in 1993 “with the responsibility of monitoring and managing ecological problems associated with the
production and exploitation activities of the
oil companies. It was also expected to act as
mediator between them and the communities when problems arose” (p. 33).

However, OMPADEC as an agency to
improve the conditions in the oil producing
areas was a woeful failure under both the
Babangida and Abacha regimes. For instance,
three years after it commenced operations,
OMPADEC had committed itself to projects
worth $500 million. Interestingly, the bulk of
money paid out for projects “completed” was
to contractors whose addresses could not be
traced. When Eric Opia, head of the panel set
up by the Abacha junta to probe Horsfall, was
appointed Sole Administrator in his place, he
proceeded to loot OMPADEC in an even more
brazen fashion. By September 1998, when he
was kicked out for “gross financial misappropriation,” Opia had embezzled some $200 million set aside for the development of the impoverished communities of the Niger Delta
(p. 35). Perhaps the failure of the agency is to
be expected since it was not properly equipped
to carry out its functions. A World Bank team
that studied the workings of the agency in
1995 discovered that “(1) there was no emphasis on environmentally sustainable development; (2) the commission did not have the
requisite personnel to enable it to meet its ecological mandate; (3) there was an absence of
long-term planning; (4) there was little or no
project assessment, and where projects were
initiated, maintenance requirements were not
built into them; and (5) there was no integrated
approach to development planning, which
should have involved the local communities
and other government agencies in the area”
(p. 35).
The problem of corruption was not just
limited to OMPADEC. In fact, it had assumed
national proportions and has not really subsided since then. Babangida started the practice of billion dollar embezzlements. The Pius
Okigbo panel that looked into the (mis)use of
funds that accrued to the national treasury as
a result of the Gulf Oil crisis of 1990-91 revealed that “between September 1988 and
June 1994, $ 12.2 billion of the $12.4 billion
[in the dedicated accounts] was liquidated in
less than six years…they were spent on what
could neither be adjudged genuine high priority nor truly regenerative investment; neither the President nor the Central Bank Governor accounted to anyone for these massive
extra-budgetary expenditures…” (pp. 36-37,
citing Pius Okigbo). In view of this scale of
brigandage, Okonta and Oronto-Douglas
point out “the only legacy that Ibrahim
Babangida bequeathed to Nigerians before he
was removed from office was the democratization of corruption and the corruption of democracy” (pp. 36-37). There is certainly a lot
of truth in this assessment.
S a n i
Abacha was no better. In fact, in some ways
he was worse. For example, at the time of his
death in June 1998, Nigeria had over eight
thousand prisoners in its prisons. Also, in less
than five years, Abacha and his henchmen had
looted $10 billion from the national treasury.
General Abdulsalami Abubakar, who took
over from Abacha and who handled over to
the democratic dispensation of Olusegun
Obasanjo, is also heavily tainted by the
scourge of corruption. It is noted that
“Abubakar awarded to himself, the disgraced
former Head of State Ibrahim Babangida, and
a handful of senior generals and business associates - including the ubiquitous Gilbert
Chagouri - eleven oil exploration blocks and
eight oil-lifting contracts worth billions of
dollars. Then the generals turned their atten-

tion to the country’s foreign reserves. In the
short space of three months - between the end
of December 1998 and the end of March 1999
- $2.7 billion had vanished from the national
coffers” (p. 40).
So both the governments that set up
organisations to address the problems of oilproducing regions as well as the organisations
themselves were riddled with corruption.
Even the Petroleum (Special) Task Force
(PTF) that was established in 1995 with the
supposedly upright Muhammadu Buhari, a
former Head of State, at its helm has been
“accused of nepotism and financial recklessness” (p. 38). Successive governments of Nigeria have generally not acted responsibly to
its citizenry as a whole, let alone the oil-producing regions. In pursuing their narrow interests they have created criminal conditions
of chaos and neglect in the Niger Delta. After
the failures of OMPADEC and the PTF, the
post-Abacha democratic dispensation set up
the Niger Delta Development Commission to
address the needs of the oil-producing communities just like its predecessors had done.
It remains to be seen how successful this
organisation would become. Indeed, it was set
up within a context of extreme politicisation
and strife so it is likely to be only more marginally successful that its predecessors.
Shell, the multinational oil company, does
not have an enviable record in the Niger Delta
and within human rights circles. For instance,
it has been revealed that Shell collaborated
with the apartheid regime in South Africa:
“Shell’s business interests in the country date
back to the 1920s. The company has always
maintained a cozy relationship with Afrikaner
merchants in South Africa. Today the conglomerate owns 50-percent stake in Abecol,
asphalt manufacturing firm, and another 50percent holding in the controversial Rietspruit
open-cast mine in the Transvaal. Shell also
owns over eight hundred gas stations in the
country” (p. 48). It has also been pointed out
that Shell’s hands in the hanging of Ken SaroWiwa are not all together clean:
It is the measure of how powerful Shell
has become in Nigeria and the extent
to which its business interests had
merged with the designs of one of the
most brutal and corrupt regimes in the
world that Dr. Owens Wiwa, brother of
the environmentalist, told journalists he
had a meeting with the former managing director, Brian Anderson, in his
home in Lagos in May 1995, and that
Anderson said he could effect Ken
Saro-Wiwa’s release from detention but
would only do so if MOSOP [Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni
People] called off its international campaign against his company (p. 48).
There are also policemen specially assigned
to provide security for the company’s operations in Nigeria. Their duties include providing administrative assistance, intelligence and
surveillance operations and supervision of the
armories (p. 49). This collaboration with
armed personnel was evident in September
1993 when “over a thousand Ogoni were
killed in the villages of Eaken, Gwara, and
Kenwigbara. An estimated twenty thousand
more were rendered homeless” (p. 125). In
fact, it is claimed that Shell officials met with
senior military men and security operatives
over plans to exterminate the Ogoni.
The amount of damage the company’s
operations does to Nigeria is quite enormous.
The Niger Delta used to be a region blessed
with wildlife and it is claimed that “it has more
freshwater fish species than any other coastal
system in West Africa” (p. 63). Furthermore,
“the World Bank has drawn attention to its
importance as home to a great variety of
threatened coastal and estuarine fauna and
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flora, and to the need for preservation of the
biodiversity of the area because of its rich
biological resources” (p. 63). However, it is
unlikely that the biodiversity of the region
would be preserved due to fact that the company is “one of the biggest contributors to
global warming” (p. 67). Indeed some of the
damage already done cannot be undone: “approximately twenty-two square miles of mangrove has been cut by Shell in its Eastern
division alone in the course of its seismic operations and a considerable amount of fauna
and flora have been destroyed, expelled, or
damaged beyond repair during the period”
(p. 69). Bush pig, iguana, monkeys (some
rare) have had to flee the destroyed and polluted forests. Some species have become extinct. Acid rains corrode not only zinc roofing but also contribute to the destruction of
fauna and flora.
Creeks and swamps are not left out of the
relentless assault:
In the course of separating the oil from
water, Shell officials use chemicals to
induce settlement in the tanks. The end
product of this separation process is
thick, oily sludge which combines
with firefighting chemicals like Halon,
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rancis B. Nyamnjoh’s academic and
creative itinerary has embraced a
wide range of subjects and moods.
The topography of Mind Searching
(Kucena 1991) and its sequel, The Disillusioned African (Nooremac Press 1995), for
instance, fundamentally explore fragmented
landscapes in which ethnic consciousness,
bigotry, exclusivist sentiments and narrowminded irredentism have become the determinants of an evolving material culture.
These abnormalities have given rise to
the institutional and systemic defacements
ingrained in the aberrant mode of national
intercourse and further adumbrated by
sham-democratization circuses that have
brought massive concussions to the aboriginal, neo-colonial Cameroonian state structure. The lack of vision of successive
francophone leaders and their legendary
obduracy to utilize the gifts and gains of
Re-Unification have rendered the federation artificial in structure and content.1
Clearly, then, the idealism of Re-Unification has been imprisoned in an imploding
time-capsule.
Like most expository prose writers and
socio-cultural activists, Nyamnjoh has tried
to observe, as closely and objectively as
possible, the character, the patterns, and
dynamics of the evolution of the killer-incisors of the Gaullist power structure in
Cameroonian politics; to revisit old ideas
and beliefs in line with new findings and
realities in his polemical and scholarly writings.2 By targeting the mediocre calibre of
the national bourgeoisie emerging from the
womb of the Federal behemoth since 1972,
the satirical novelist of Mind Searching and
The Disillusioned African, in true
caricatural frenzy, was taking a poke at the
idiocy of political leadership (francophone
and anglophone) in which the nation’s historical journey has been one of constant
omissions and ineffectualites.
But, although the combative and utilitarian aspects of these novels were recognized and identified, Mind Searching and
The Disillusioned African manifest no ideological commitment. At the core of the implicit philosophy of Nyamnjoh’s noves is
the literary manifesto that bourgeois society has not only got to liberate itself and its
productive powers from prebendal hubris

already in the tank, to form a potent
mixture. This hazardous substance is
then discharged into the swamps and
rivers. The Bonny River estuary, the
swamps around Forcados, and the
Warri River near Ughelli, where Shell
discharges its production water, have
been contaminated after nearly four
decades of receiving this cocktail of
dissolved and dispersed hydrocarbons,
sludge, and fighting agents (p. 87).
The above description gives a picture of
what life is like in the rural areas. In major
cities such as Port Harcourt, the politics of oil
production has also affected the manner and
quality of life as “the poor majority are banished to the sprawling waterfront slums and
the other ghettos where there is no electricity,
water supply, or sanitation facilities. Here also,
refuse collection and dumping is inefficient
and badly managed, and waste dumps have
taken over whole streets, vying with human
beings for space” (p. 192). Also, in cities such
as Warri and Port Harcourt, “armed robbery,
hooliganism, prostitution, and sudden, seemingly inexplicable explosions of street violence have become a way of life” (p. 192).
Okonta and Douglas claim that Shell practices

ecological racism, as the standards the company applies in Western nations are much better than what the Niger Delta receives.
In order to cover up the violence of its
activities, Shell has had to resort to spin-doctoring. The authors write: “Shell has found
common cause with the trinity of Andrew
Neil, former editor of the London Sunday
Times; Donu Kogbara, another journalist,
who is, incidentally, Saro-Wiwa’s niece; and
Richard D. North, the ex-Independent journalist whose controversial book, Life on a
Modern Planet: A Manifesto for Progress, is
a battering ram of the resurgent right-wing
attack on the environmental movement in the
United Kingdom” (p. 172).
The book is a graphic account of how
global capital in collaboration with local
power unleashes terror on the poor, of how
it destroys human beings and the environment and also how it erects elaborate mechanisms to hide the extent and gravity of its
violence. It not only destroys human lives
but constructs elaborate lies to conceal from
history the extent of its destructive activities.
Okonta and Douglas offer a vivid description of the modes of collaboration between
Shell and the Nigerian ruling class in undermining important facets of Nigerian life.
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and distortion, it also has to liberate these
same productive capacities from their
present prostration.
Conflict, which by its modus operandi
suggests contrast, is important to
Nyamnjoh’s social novels; but it is even
more vital to the unity of dramatic structure
of The Convert, for it reinforces the exploration of the complex and ambiguous relationship between reality and illusion in the
theatre.
In The Convert - set in Gaborone, Botswana - Nyamnjoh is fascinated with the
ethically complex issue of Christian fundamentalism. The preoccupations of members
of the Ultimate Church of Christ for better
or worse has been the focus of his play.
Whereas in Mind Searching and The
Disillusioned African, the plot is told, in The
Convert it develops before the eyes and ears
of the audience with a sense of now-ness.
The need stemming from performance has
affected plot structure in that it has obviously
regulated the playwright’s arrangement and
grouping of his characters and the actions
arising thereform. The social problems and
psychological pressures which give rise to
the born-again phenomenon and the strong
addiction of fundamentalist, freak religions
are given full rein in The Convert.
The fictional Ultimate Church of Christ
provides a window through which to appraise the explosion of Pentecostal belief
system tapping into the deep veins of human desperation. And, since people in the
theatre often define themselves by the way
they handle challenge and respond to life,
their hopes, their fears and their foibles, it is
not surprising that The Convert would spring
from a plot abounding with so much tension
and pathos and containing so many memorable scenes of religious angst and vivid
eschatological images of suffering.

Nyamnjoh’s play begins with an imbalance of forces resulting in the loss of equilibrium by the tragic heroine, Charity, who
seems to have repudiated material goods and
sensual pleasures. The uniqueness of the
drama as a performed literary art has a profound impact on structure and meaning:
CHARITY: I abused my flesh in every way
as I thought myself queen of the world.
I smoked cannabis, downed beer, took
strong drinks, Visited medicine men
and adorned myself with charms and
amulets; I bought the latest dresses in
fashion and chased after men to make
money. As the most famous girl in town,
I drove in the latest cars. Mercedes,
BMW, Pajero, Hyundai, you name
them. I frequented the best chicken parlours and sampled the thickest wallets
in hotels of exceeding comfort. Nothing ever pricked my conscience that
what I did was wrong. For I was always
in time to confess my sins on Saturday
in preparation for Sunday mass, where
I was a permanent and privileged communicant. For I knew the priests with
some of whom I smiled deep.
CHORUS: The Devil at work. What a devious creature.
CHARITY: Then, most suddenly, most unexpectedly, I began to Reap what I
sowed. My beauty began to wilt. I had
used bleaching creams without knowing of their ugly and harmful side effects. I had hopped into bed with Tom,
Dick and Harry, paying scant attention
to the ills of lust. Fear took hold of
me. But that was just the beginning. I
failed my finalsin college and my parents died of grief. My sugar daddies
fled when my beauty retired. For a year

There are detailed explanations of instances
of corruption and charges of ecological racism. A sentence sums up the main argument
of the book: “the oil-producing minorities of
the Niger Delta have become living carrion
on which successive regimes in Nigeria and
their foreign collaborators, like insatiable
vultures, have feasted, are still feasting, without letup (p. 115).
On the whole, the book presents an angry and graphic picture of life being slowly
destroyed in the Niger Delta without bothering to provide useful theoretical insights for
more clues into the nature of this particular
kind of structural and political violence. The
nature of this kind of violence indeed has
global dimensions and can be better understood via numerous critiques of neo-liberalism. Such necessary critiques of neo-liberalism are absent from the book. Okonta and
Douglas write as activists and sometimes allow their anger to get the better of them.
Nonetheless, their book remains one of the
most engaging accounts of systematic ecological destruction available.

or two I was drained by pain, humbled
by hunger and mastered by fear. But
then came a glimmer of hope from an
angle I least expected
CHORUS: Alleluia, Praise the Lord.
CHARITY: Jesus Christ offered me his
bosom and tendered me the key to his
heavenly mansion. I seized it with vigour and joy; for I thought I was lost.
But I had been found. May the Lord
be praised (The Convert, 12, 13)
The Convert has its internal laws and its
own framework, which gives it shape,
strength and meaning. There is a deep, engaging humanism that pervades Nyamnjoh’s
play but it is an emblematic humanism; to
speak analogously, of the Aeschylean
colouration.
Perspective in the drama is derived from
the events, the conflicts and the characters
involved in them, all of which have been
conveyed by dialogues and non-verbal action of the dramatis personae. The playwright’s blend of styles - satiric commentary, tense confrontation, and heightened
ritualistic comments - challenge not only
audiences but production teams as well.
In more technical terms, Nyamnjoh has
paid attention to plot, character and theme.
His use of choric elements, stage objects,
nightmare visions, mimes and gestures in the
theatre to give form to his social vision has
been most effective
The theatre does not pretend to be a factual correspondence to human nature and
norms. Within the cosmology of The Convert itself, we are primarily and unremittingly concerned with the truth of coherence,
with how the parts cohere into a total, meaningful pattern. That is the truest epiphany of
the theatre as a LIE.
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Image caption The local fishing community in Nigeria's delta region have been hardest hit by recent oil spills. Oil giant Royal Dutch Shell
has agreed to a $84m (Â£55m) settlement with residents of the Bodo community in the Niger Delta for two oil spills. Lawyers for 15,600
Nigerian fishermen say their clients will receive $3,300 each for losses caused by the spills. The remaining $30m will be left for the
community, which law firm Leigh Day says was "devastated by the two massive oil spills in 2008 and 2009". These were among the
biggest spills in decades of oil exploration in N... The militants massed in the Niger Delta Avengers (NDA), that had dealt heavy blows to
oil and gas installations in the region, had entered into an unofficial ceasefire with the federal government, pending formal negotiations
of their grievances last month. But the death of the father of the militant leader, the report said, might reverse the little gains of the peace
process and lead to the resumption of hostilities as the militants were said to be holding the military vicariously liable for the incident.
The octogenarian had fallen while fleeing an army raid on his hometown in May and injured

